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"Haven t We a
Great God!°

b VERY year I attend the rendition of Handel's
C Messiah offered to the public in the 5000-seat
Civic Auditorium at Grand Rapids by the
Calvin College Oratorio Chorus, together with four
select soloists and a symphony orchestra, under the
inspiring leadership of Seymour Swets. Apart from
the deep spiritual pleasure which attendance upon
the rendition of this sacred oratorio affords me, I
am also greatly interested in discovering what total
effect the singing of this magnificent combination
of arias, recitatives, duets, and choruses registers
upon the soul of those who listen.
Mingling with the crowd during the intermission
or conversing with friends as we leave the auditorium I listen for comments or even take the initiative to elicit some remark. It is clear that to some
it has simply been a social evening, a program to
which they could take their best girl or wife, eager
to see the crowd-people, faces, ::lresses. They had
"a good time". Neither the musical artistry nor the
spiritual beauty of the oratorio made any impact
upon their soul.
A large number rise to higher levels. Whether
musical connoisseurs or amateurs, they regard this
a fine occasion for the cultivation of their musical
taste and critical appreciation. With delicate ear
they listen to the attacks and releases of the chorus,
to the blending of the choral parts, to the dramatic
power or delicate shading of the soloists. They will
tell you which of the soloists did superior work and
which of them was disappointing. If they are artistically very sensitive (and "sensitive" has more
than one meaning), they may be displeased because
of a few flaws, and right soon the total effect, even
artistically speaking, is lost-if not worse than
"lost"-on them. If the rendition has been of superior grade (as it almost invariably is), these
people are filled with praise and . . . applause.
They laud the artistry and the artists. "Beautiful
work!" "Well done." "A fine renditi.on." And
in applause, their stamp of approval, their glorification of the bowing, smiling, appreciative-becauseappreciated artists, they bring to articulation their
final evaluation of the pleasures and joys of the
evening.
And is there anything wrong with this "reaction"? Does not a Christian appreciate art, and
should he not be critical and discerning as he grows
in the ability to distinguish between high grade and
average performances? Indeed, he should. And
THE CALVlN FORUM
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do not the artists deserve the appreciation and encouragement of their audience? Indeed, they do.
And is not art a genuine interest of the Christian,
an interest with its own sphere, its own canons of
beauty, its own ideals and aspirations? Indeed, it
is. And yet . . . and yet . . . is there not something lacking when in the case of these sacred
oratorios we, Christians, do not rise to a higher
evaluation and appreciation than this artistic one?
This thought came to me at one of these renditions of the Messiah as I sat musing during the
intermission, with the echoes of "Glory to God" and
"Unto Us a Child is Born" still reverberating in my
soul. And the thought came rushing back when at
the close of the evening the majestic floods of the
Hallelujah Chorus had receded and we were
leaving the auditorium. From the lips of many in
the surging crowd came expressions of appreciation, pleasure, delight. Praise, laudation, and selfgratification were profuse. And then I caught the
eye of a friend of mine, who had come from a
neighboring city, some fifty mile~ away, "to hear
the Messiah". I had not seen him for some time
and as we faced and shook hands, there was a
-spark of high exhilaration in his eye that met with
its equal in mine. We both felt intuitively that
spark was a Messiah spark, and spontaneously I
gave expression to my feelings of delight in some
such words as, "Uplifting, wasn't it? What an
inspiration." I shall never forget his reply as long
as I live. Beaming agreement with my sentiments
but rising far above even my "spiritual" utterance
of delight, he exclaimed: "Haven't we a great God!"
C. B.

Nazi Education
r:?'::WO kinds of reports have finally reached our
"'\..:) United States which show how dangerous a
·
Nazi victory would be for the world at large
and for our own country. They show convincingly
that what is at stake in this world war is not
only our Christian civilization, but our Christian
philosophy of life, and even our Christian concepts
of religion and morality. There need be no doubt
any more in the mind of any one that the
allied nations are fighting for the world's highest
goods as Holland did in the Eighty Years' War under
the House of Orange, for religious and civil liberty.
This does not mean that the allied nations are
angels and the Axis nations devils. But it does
mean that the Nazi nations are being intoxicated
83

with a devilish poison and that the Nazi leaders are
tools of Satan. Therefore it behooves every Christian to pray that God may destroy the Nazi tyrants
and deliver us from the Evil one and his accomplices.
The one document is Gregor Ziemer's book, Education for Death printed in 1941 by the Oxford University Press. Ziemer was Rector of an American
high school in Berlin and got access to the German
institutes of learning and education by "bribing"
the Supervisor of Schools with coffee. He visited
all kinds of institutions from the kindergarten to
the universities. It is plain from his documented
book that there .is no hope for the German nation
as long as the devilish devices of Hitler are used
to lead the youth of Germany astray. The girls are
taught to be child-bearers in or out of wedlock. The
boys are instructed to fight for Hitler, whatever he
may command. The parents and teachers and supervisors are in the clutches of a merciless machine
from which there is no escape because of the
Gestapo. There may be some older folk without
children living in the country who are able to evade
this satanic despotism, but the nation as a whole is
in the most abject state of tyranny and out-and-out
paganism. There has been nothing like this in the
world's history, not even in the days of imperial
Rome, for Rome had at least a sense of justice.
The second report is found in the Nether lands
News of the Netherlands Information Bureau, Vol.
4, No. 3, and partly in other issues. It refers to
what the Nazis are doing in the Netherland schools.
All the illustrations of and references to the Royal
House of Orange · have been removed from the
school books. Song books have been purged of
patriotic songs. The National Hymn may no longer
be sung. Jewish professors have been removed
from the universities. ~he universities of Leyden,
Delft and Tilburg have been closed. Several universities have been put under the absolute Nazi
authority of the Rector, or of the President of the
Curators. A certain Professor Jan Van Dam has
been made Secretary General of Education, and to
him has been given dictatorial power in regard to
the removal and appointment of teachers. Several
"Fuehrer" schools have been started to prepare
Nazi boys for the universities. Many principals of
Christian and public schools have been put in concentration camps together with hundreds of other
prominent Anti-Nazi leaders. The morale of the
nation is being undermined by the thorough Nazi
propaganda of sexual promiscuity, international
hatred, and Nazi superiority. If ever, then now
Christians of all nations ought to pray: Restore
Christian education and deliver us from the tyranny
of the Gestapo.
Are our American schools in general equipped to
teach Christian ideals of democracy and patriotism?
Ziemer accuses our youth and their leaders of lack
84

of enthusiasm for our country and its flag, lack of
discipline, devotion, seriousness; no love for hard
work, no love for the beauty and splendor of America, no deep love for our fellow citizens and for
the ideas underlying our Christian civilization.
"Sometimes I fear that American youth will never
really thrill to the sight of the American flag until
they have lived under a dictator," he says. Here
are the words of a man who knows Nazi Germanv
and who knows and loves the Christian foundatio;s
of our American life.
It is high time that our American school te.achers
take notice. Even if our public schools cannot be
sectarian, they might try to serve a Christian country with Christian institutions in the spirit of a
Christian philosophy of education, at least in its
broadest aspects. If public schools can offer Christmas programs, then they can also offer a Christian
ethics and a Christian world view, even if they cannot teach Christian religion. But much better it
would be for America, if everywhere Christian parents would organize into Christian parents' societies to found new Christian schools, or to take over
our public schools to make them into full Christian
institutions. For at present our nation is Christless
and so are our public schools. And so we are not
ready to defeat the Nazis.
H.J. V. A.

*
Christmas
Age-old story, shepherd hills
Angels herald the song that thrills.
Immortal Glory-silent night;
Rejoicing in Bethlehem's Star of Light.
Shine over black-out, hush over war;
Beckon the sinner yonder and far.
Meek perseverance, the lowly Child;
Loyal adherence of Christian mild.
Joyful acceptance-our Savior-King,
Glory to God forever we sing.
Hushed sacred stillness o'er valley and hill
Age-old story-the deep heart-thrill.
-JOAN GEISEL GARDNER.
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Shall We Observe Christinas?
Henry ·schultze
President of Calvin College

OES it seem appropriate to have. Christmas in a world of diabolical hatred and
·ruthless killings? Doesn't it seem a bit
out of place to listen to the message of
angels when the devils of war are barking their
commands? Isn't it incongruous to hear amid the
whistling and booming of the bombs of destruction
the voice of heaven say"ing, "Glory to God in the
highest, and on earth peace among men in whom
he is well pleased"? Can it be that we can even
think of love and cheer in a world where men are
taught and equipped to take life? fa it possible to
develop a Christmas spirit when dear ones are far
off somewhere in the. armed forces, or perhaps
numbered among the dead?
In spite of many such objections that have been
thought and uttered, this article is an appeal for
real Christmas observance.

That is the kind of a world into which Jesus came
and that is the kind of a world in which we ·are
called to 0bserve Christmas. It is against this dark
background that the Bright and Morning Star rose.
And it shone all the more brilliantly, just because.
the world was so dark. You can't see the halo about
the Christ-child's head except you peer deeply irtt0
the darkness. If the world looks bad, then listen
to the angelic voices; They will bring you "good
tidings of great joy". It seems to me that onl~
those who are able to. see the futility and despair
of'. .. human thinking and li\('ing in the field of. the
spiritual can be the. proper subjects of Christmas
observance.

rriar;,.

Then, to0, Jesus came into a world of social
adjustment and cotruption. Men did not orily falI
far short of keeping the first. great co:m.niandment;
but they were also guilty of transgressing the law
of love-your-neighbor. Immorafity was rampant irt
* * *
There has seldom been a time in the history of those days. Human hatred induced men to cheat,
the world when the commemoration of the birth of to steal, and to hate. There was no consideration
the Christ was more appropriate. In many respects and sympathy for the down-and-outs: The veins C>i
the present parallels the da:ys of the fulness of time. men ran red with the blood of sel:fishness, but they
If it was appropriate for the angels to observe drd not have "the milk of human kirrdhess·in·them?.•:
Christmas at the dawn of this Christian era, it is Man had set himself not only· against the living God
who made him,·but also against his fellowman with"
certainly proper for us to do so now.
When the Son of Man came, the world was spir- out whom it would not be good for man to live.
And this present age runs a.mightly close secwnd
itually exceedingly dark. The Grecian, religious
to
being the period in which human hatred bu:Fried
philosophy had left the minds of men unsa:tisfied
and confused, and their souls with a desperate most fiercely. Immorality has run amuck. It fs
hunger that none could seem to satisfy. The Jews, being condoned as long as the parties concernd do
known as the people of God, had developed the not seem to suffer any social or physical effects. ·'Plie
religious concepts of self-salvation. They agreed divorce courts are t'unning overtime and fairlJ'
that "men themselves must build the ladder by shriek out the uncleanness of men and women. ·:rn
men. cheat ' steaf'·
which they rise, from this lowly earth to the the· business and industrial world
.
.
'
vaulted skies." But all this left these men standing and kill (using methods that are·usuallyco11doriedf
at the bottom of the ladder with no prospects of Love has departed and hatted occupies the throne:
The selfish man is honored and 'prospered. 'The,ah
going up "to higher ground".
Precisely these same two fundamental religious truistic man is considered a naive fool. When love
concepts have been having their day. The war has is cheap and hatred is regarded as an indispensabl~
shaken the very foundations of the best that men's asset for victory, the social world has com~ to
minds could produce. Their. ideologies have not sorry pass~
This is the kind of a world into· which' Jesus
brought peace and prosperity. They have left us
with empty hearts and with minds looking wistfully entered. And love sh<:'lne';·like a precious jewel out
for the coming of someone to lead u.s along the way. of the darkness of hate,· The love thci.t Jesus
War is a disillusionment of the ideals of men. And brought was needed .in the world of human mal:self-salvation has been the religious methods of all adj,ustment. It,is desperately needed. now. If .the
those charged with the spirit of humanism. But observance 9f Jesus' bi.rth can shed abroad into
war, with bloody tooth and.claw, and. with a derisive this dar:~ world, just a little of love.'s r.ays, then
sneer, shouts, "You can't· save yourselves, all you. surely it should he observed with . , Christlike
enthusiasm and sincerity.
,_
can do Js t0 destroy yourselves."
'

a
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The international situation was bad also, when God in the world. They did not ask for Him. They
the King. came. The Romans had enforced upon did not even know that He could and would come to
the nations of the world a sort of a totalitarian straighten out their difficulties and to d:rive the
system of government. Of the 120 millions of darkness away. God then came, unbidden. He
people in the Roman Empire at least half were came not because men wanted Him to, but because
slaves and only one-sixth were citizens. The Ro- He wanted to. Men in no way caused or originated
man government ruled with an iron fist. The gov- the descent of God. But God just came in response
ernment was harsh and unfeeling. Taxation was to His love. God forced Himself, as it were, upon
a method of extortion, limited only by the victim's humanity. But it was a blessed imposition. Men
ability to pay. Homage to the Roman Cresar was did not like it. They would cast Him out. And they
demanded. It was required that the religions of did reject Him, but He stayed on living and dying,
the subjugated nations pay real homage to the by that very process blessing the accursed and disCresar, as if he were a god. The lesser nations pelling the darkness. In fact, He fought it out, so
furnished laborers and. armed forces for the Roman that the very causes of spiritual, social and national
Empire. The Jews, because of. certain concessions, maladjustment were eradicated. That is the reason
suffered perhaps least from these atrocities. But why darkness will never win out, for it is defeated.
even they felt it and looked longingly for deliver- We are, as a matter of fact, more than conquerors
ance by the Messiah who was to come and whom through Him that loved us. The incarnation was a
they failed to recognize.
divine declaration to the effect, "I will come and
Why, it almost seems that I am writing from a dwell with you, will fight your battles, will win
page of modern history. We have today the same your war, and will bring you peace". Surely, we
totalitarianism, the same crushing of subjugated can't forget to commemorate such a pronouncement.
peoples, the same ruthless taxation, the same enThe descent of God took place so that there may
forced slavery, and the same induction of the men be an ascent of men. Men have descended very far
of conquered peoples into the armies of the dic- down into the ruin of their own making. From the
tator. And as in the days of Nero, there is the same masterpiece. of God in the Garden to the wreck of
insistence that we turn away from the worship of humanity in the gutter of sin is a long, long way.
the true God to that of a man who would be God. But God descended into the gutter to pick up the
Once again, it is into that sort of a world that lost sinner and take him back to Himself and to the
Jesus came. It was for the child of God an im- mansions in the skies. From the darkness of war,
possible world. It was a world in which a crushed man shall ascend to the light of peace. From the
people cried for deliverance from the yoke of the ruin of social maladjustment to the realm of perfect
oppressor. Into this dark world of despair Jesus fellowship. From the ignorance of sin to the light
came and brought the light of hope. Men began of His countenance.
Let us who are making the ascent not fail to tarry
to look up instead of down. The burdens, though
not entirely removed, became lighter. The cry of for a while and catch a vision of the light that radicomplaint was c_hanged into the songs of praise. ates from the shed in a despised village a few miles
Despairing men began to hope. Slaves began to south of Jerusalem.
sen$e that they were free men. And meh became
bold, courageous, and God-fearing rather than
men-fearing. This was the experience of men that
Year's End
sat in darkness and saw a great light. Darkness
Year's end is a sigh
enshrouds us today. Men are groping about looking
A fragmentary sound
for an opening and looking vainly for light. But
Lost in the vast silence
there is light there. Such dazzling light was there
Of eternal ground.
that it forced a man to fall on his face as he approached Damascus. He, too, was walking in darkYear's end is a flare
ness, but the light penetrated with surpassing brilA bursting flash of fire
liancy~ That light shines today, and those who have
Vanished in the mystic realms
eyes that ~an. see can catch a glimpse of its saving
Of the Great Entire.
beauty any day, but it would seem to be particu- Year's end is a pause
la}:'ly appropriate on. Christmas day.
Marking span of time
•
Precious and preparatory
The reason why the coming of the Christ into a
To tb.e life di vine.
world of deep darkness was so reassuring, joyous,
Year's end is the pulse
and peace-bringing lies in the fact that it repreOf boundless mystery
sented the descent of God, as it were. Men lived
Throbbing and vibrating
without God. They insisted upon it. It meant
To eternity.
nothing but ruin, devastation, and destruction to
-JOAN GEISEL GARDNER.
them. But they kept on living that way-without

--*======
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The Christian Student's Attitude
Toward His Education
W. Stanford Reid

History Department, McGill University, Montreal

of every year sees a great many
young people turning their steps towards the
educational institutions of our land. Even in
war-time this is true, for education must continue for those who are not doing war-work, and for
those who are, in order that they may be able to face
the world which shall remain when peace has been
restored.

S

EPTEMBER

The Problem
Among those who are entering high schools, junior
colleges, colleges and universities are many young
Christians. They are undergoing training in. some
form or other, by which they hope to. be fitted for a
position in the world. Yet they have before them a
major problem, which many may not even recognize.
They face the serious fact that most of the institutions of learning in this land, and in. many other
lands for that matter, are not only luke-warm to
Christianity, but are even actively hostile to it. The
training which they will receive from these institutions will be definitely opposed to those Christian
beliefs which they hold most dear. What then must
be one's attitude to this training and to the teaching
given them? This is no academic conundrum, but
a vital question which they must answer.
At the same time on the campus of nearly every
college and university, there is some form of Christian organization where students can have fellowship together. Like most college societies these are
extra-curricular and are directed with that aim in
view. Yet the problem arises, not infrequently, as
to how much of the student's time should be given
to definitely Christian work such as Bible study
groups, prayer meetings, etc., ·as compared with the
actual academic endeavors of a college student.
Nearly every Christian has to decide this for himor herself very soon after entering school.

One Solution No Solution
One solution to the problem is that of general indifference. Not a few young Christians· entering
college or university deny that there is any difficulty to be faced. They hold that college training
is necessary for one who is going to hold some cerTHE CALVIN FORUM
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tain position in this world. One has to be trained
as a doctor, before one can hang out one's shingle.
They, therefore, work at their studies in a purely
materialistic or mechanical way. . They need the
training, so they get it. But as for Christianity and
their training having any relation, they never let it
worry them. Students of this type are not usually
very active in any sort of Christian work on .the
campus, nor do they make any attempt to correlate
what they learn in the class-room with their religious beliefs. The result is a "two-compartment"
mind, one half of which is Christian and the other
purely academic, in a materialistic sort of way.
Their academic training gives nothing to their
spiritual life, while their Christian faith gives them
no power to criticize the things which they have
been taught by their professors.
·

Another
Unwholesome Attitude
Most Christian students, however, are not of this
type. Usually when they come to college tpey are
seriously concerned with their religious beliefs.
They are not so much in danger of being indifferent
to the problems of the relations between their Chris..,
tianity and their training, as they are of despising
their training and laying all their emphasis on the
Christian activities of the campus. They find that·
what they are taught in biology, zoology, anatomy, .
history, sociology and other classes is usually contrary or apparently contrary to their Christian faith.
For this reason they fall into opposition. True they
do not drop out of college, but they feel that none of
the training which they receive is worth anything.
They have to go through with the training for they
must needs have a degree to "get a job." But as for
learning anything worthwhile, that is really impossible. The professor is not a Christian, and much
that he teaches is positively anti-Christian. Therefore, a Christian cannot really take anything seriously, and need do as little academic work as
possible.
The result of all this is that the Christian student
tends to turn to the extra-curricular work of the
Christian association as of primary importance.
After all, he feels, the most worthwhile thing in life
is to do real "Christian work," and that is provided
right on the campus. His whole interest is con87

centrated on Bible study groups, prayer meetings,
deputation work and the like. In this he is often encouraged by Christians who would give advice. Not
long ago, the present writer, after speaking to a university Christian group on a topic similar to that of
this article, was approached by a first year student.
To her the idea that a Christian was in college to
learn something was really novel. It was the first
time that she had really thought of it in that way;
fat as she said, "nearly everybody who speaks to us
here says that our prime and most important work
on the campus is to bring souls _to Christ."
How often do we heat the same thing said at
numerous Christian student conferences! From
there such ideas are brought back to the various
colleges, and students fall in with them readily.
When a mere sophomore, the author was much impressed at a conference by hearing a student from
a western university say that henceforth he was
going to consider his Christian work on the campus
more important than his studies, even i£ he "flunked"
.his year. He was also much impressed with the
piety of another student who had to leave medical
school because he was too busy to study, because of
attending prayer meetings every night in the week.
But the author's opinions have changed considerably, for he has come to the conclusion that this is by
means the Christian solution to the problem. The
substitution of Christian work on the campus for
studies, is very often the result of laziness or
.cowardice. The genius of Christianity is not to run
· .·away, or to give anything up in disgust. Tt is to
conquer in the name of Christl

no

_Studying to the
.Glory of God

·

us do it. It is for this reason that Paul urges servants
to be diligent in their work, not as men-pleasers,
but doing it for the Lord.
Along with this there goes also the realization that
we should do our work to the very best of our ability
because by our good works we cause others to
glorify God. Low marks and inefficient work are
very poor recommendations for a Christian's faith.
Yet sad to say, some Christian students seem to have
the idea that poor marks are a sure sign of spirituality. It shows that they are not troubling their souls
over the things of the world! H the truth be known
they are probably too inconsistent even to consider
the fact that by their lack of effort they are bringing
despite upon the name of Christ. When it can be
said, as T once heard, "Every member of the Christian association has had a supplemental this year,"
it is high time for the Christians to examine their
lives and their faith.
But these are more or less general principles. We
have something more definite for our guidance. God
who is sovereign and ruler of all men, places them
in different positions in life, in which they are to
live for His glory. fo this way he has placed Christian students in colleges and universities for a
specific purpose, It is not likely that He has done
this· that they may spend all their time working on
something which is a mere side-issue to the work 0£
obtaining an education. The Christian student has
been placed there in the providence of God that he
may be trained, that he may have his mind developed, and that he may learn, all as preparation
for the work God has appointed him in life. Therefore, the main objective of the student is to gain an
academic training. He is not to regard this educa.tion as a time of penance, or. as simply the means of
obtaining certain letters after his name to aid him
in finding employment and gaining a living. He
should regard his time at college as a time when he
increases in his knowledge of the works and the will
of God, in order that he may be better prepared to
carry out his duties later on in life. The Christian
student's college career should be, even more than
that of the non-Christian,.a time of education, for
it should help to develop and strengthen not only
his intellectual, but also his spiritual life.

But many may wonder how we can deal with the
sittlation. How can we in any way as Christians,
,really do our work properly in college when so much
of the teaching which we receive is anti-Christian?
How can we make our education pay Christian dividends, on non-Christian capital? Moreover, how
should we regard the work which is set before us,
:and what should be our attitude towards it? These
;~r¢ questions which every student, i:f he is really
anxious to get the most out of his academic training,
must endeavor to answer.
God-Centered Study
Taking the last question first, we must remember
that man's chief end is to glorify and enjoy God.
To such a view as this there will no doubt be taken
:We cannot do this by shirking our duties, or leaving strong objection. How can one grow spiritually, the
·our work half done. "Whatsoever thy hand findeth question will be, by virtue of anti-Christian teachto do, do it with all thy might." That should be the ing in college? Will not the training of the class'basic and fundamental motto of the student, as of room only lead to a decrease in the student's Chriseveryone else. He should remember that he must tian life? To these questions we cannot but reply
'do his work in college to the very best of his ability that this all depends upon the student's attitude, and
in order that he may glorify God thereby.
his willingness to use his brain upon the instruction
He will glorify Him by doing his work well. To which he receives.
obey God is .to glorify Him and to give Him the
This should not be difficult to understand when
horior due unto His name. Therefore, we glorify we turn our thoughts to the subjects taught. They
God as God when we do our work as He would have . can .be divided roughly into four types: mathemati.SS
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cal sciences, physical sciences, social sciences and
humanities. The mathematical sciences deal with
number, size and mathematical relationships of
various types; the physical with the. relation of
physical object to physical object whether chemically, physically, biologically or in some other way;
social sciences deal with the relation of man to his
environment and to his fellow man; while the
humanities deal with the product of the intelligence,
emotions and genius of man, particularly. on the
aesthetic side. Now in each of the minute divisions
of these general categories, there is a certain
amount of hard fact, and a certain amount of interpretation. The fact is there whether we like it or
not but the interpretation is given by man. He
can'not look at any fact of existence and reality without interpreting it, yet his interpretation, no matter
what it be, cannot alter the fact about which he is
thinking.
Therefore we must realize that education brings
us into a g;eater knowledge of the facts of God's
creation. Whether those facts· are mathematical
laws established by God, physical laws and facts
created by Him, the history of man manifesting His
provjdence, or the productions of rrian showing
forth the results of His gifts, they are all God's facts,
created, upheld and governed by Him. Therefore,
should it be a matter of indifference or distaste to us
that we have to learn more of God's creation and
providence? We gain a greater and truer knowledge
of Him the more we study His works, so that our
training in college or university should bec.o~e a
real means of grace by giving us a clearer msight
into His wisdom and power ..
It seems therefore, that the Christian should apply
himself heart and soul to his studies in order that he
may grow in grace and in the kno~ledge of .God.
The study of mathematics, physics, chemistry,
biology, history, philosophy, literature and a.ll the
other possible subjects should not be somethmg to
be suffered with as little interest as possible. They
should be instead, a means of giving us a fuller insight into the glories of God's world, and thus of
God, Himself. The heavens declare the glory of
God, so does the body of man, the laws of the universe and the products of man's mind. Hence the
student must go to his studies with the determination to obtain the most from them that he may be
strPngthened in his Christian life.

What if Teaching is
Anti-Christian?
Yet it is not all clear sailing, for there is little
doubt that much of the fact in his studies, is mixed
up with the non-Christian interpretation of scientists, philosophers and the like. Most teachers of
science rule God completely out of the picture and
ignore the effect of sin on creation, teaching science
from a purely materialistic view-point. They eveh
endeavor to explain origins and life by that means.
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Historians, sociologists, mathematicians and all the
rest frequently endeavor to do the same. All facts
are fitted into a purely materialistic frame"'.work
with very often no attempt being made to separate
between fact and interpretation. This is why many
Christians have their faith shaken when they go to
college, and why many feel that academic studies
do more evil than good.
Christians should not shun an ac~demic training
because of the predominance of non-Christian interpretation in the class-rooms. Rather they should
endeavor to separate fact from interpretation. This
will be no easy matter, for no student, or at least,
very few will be willing to use. thE;ir critical faculties in such a way that they will be able to make the
necessary distinctions. Yet if they would get anything very much out of their training, they should
make every effort possible to understand the problems, and to distinguish between truth and guesswork. This will mean much hard work, much
mental effort and above all constant alertness, but it
will produce fruits one hundredfold. It will not
only stimulate interest as hard work always does,
but it will also strengthen the student's critical
faculty so that his capacities will increase.

HiS Christian Student's
Intellectual Task
. But not only must a: distinction be made between
the fact and its interpretation. Bare facts alOne are
of no use to anyone. The student must be prepared
to formulate his own interpretation with which to
understand his facts, and his interpretation must be
based upon the Scriptures. This will mean that he
will endeavor to decide what is the Christian view
of whatever subject he is studying. For instance if
he studies sociology which deals with. the general
problems of society and human relitionships, he will
find that there is nearly always given to the facts,
an interpretation which is purely materialistic. He
will be faced with the question among others of the
origin of the family: was it established by God, or is
it a product of evolution? This will mean that he
will be forced to search for a Christian interpretation of the fact. In this his whole idea of the nature
of the family, its importance and its sanctity will be
involved. The same is true of nearly every subject
that can be studied. He must try to find out the
Christian view of the facts which are known.
In order to do this the student must be willing to
study the Scriptures, for in them alone can he gain
a true view of the world and of life. He must take
into account creation and providence, the fall of man
and the curse of sin upon the world, redemption and
the influence of God's common grace, with finally
the fact that one day there will be a judgment. These
doctrines may affect different studies in different
ways, but ultimately in a philosophy of any subject
they are all involved. The student therefore, must
89

strive to find the truiy Christlan meaning of his facts
through the Scriptures and Christian studies of the
fads.· In this way he will soon find that his studies
lead him ever·'deepet and deeper into an undetstand:i:hg of the ways and: ~orks of God. There· will be
opened before him a Wider vision than he has before
·dfeafued :possible; and lie will thus be strengthened
and built up in his faith even by the most anti.:.
. Christian presentation or facts.

The Task of the
Christian ·Stu.dent ·Association
. · But, . so~e may say, where does the Christian
association come into the picture? 1£ the student
c~ncentrates. on his studies in this :fashion; if he
.works .in this way, will not a student Christian
·organization be sµperfluous? By no means~ College
Christian associations have their very definite and
importa,nt part in the student's life, but not the main
part. The main part is his studies~ The Christian
organization on the· other hand :should try to help
the student gain a truly Christian point of view of
his studies. Sad to say however most organizations
do not seem to have any !aea of stl:ch :a 1~~. They
seem to feel that if they can simply>gei the.·~full'<!le'!'Jit
to study the Bible and attend prayer meetings that
.is all that is necessary. Yet the organization on the
campus would do far greater and more lasting work
for its' Christian members, if it spent considerable
time endeavoring t() give them a truly Christian outlook on the whole of life. A special study..,group for
this purpose, :under a competent person, woukl perform a very great service, and would help many
students who for a time have had their faith sorely
·
shaken.
The Christian organization also performs a very
needful task of campus evangelism. Yet here. again
this would be much helped if the students who were
deing this w0rk had a truly Christian philosophy of
their studies. Most of the objections or questions
which they meet .are actuaUy on the college teachings. which. students receive. .A consistent Christian
interpretation of the world would increase the Christian's confidence that he has an answer to the prob~
lems with which his fellow students are faced, mak'ing him more ready to bring the Gospel to those
aroun.d. him.
1

In. this way; the Christian associations can both be
helped by, and he,lp the students who are trying to
take a truly Christian attitude towards their studies.
Their work will go farther than ever, for they. wiU
.·give the student a sound intellectual basis for his
·~aith, whereas now Tt is often largely emotional.

As for the student himself, he will receive great
dividends :frornhis studies. It will mean that he has
made the very most of his time and labours. He will
have striven to understand his subjects and his
studies, with the result that he will have obtained a thorough knowledge of them. It will mean
also that he will become really alert. He will
have a well-developed critical faculty which will
enable him to develop a really Christian outlook on
life, being a well-rounded Christian in the full sense
of the word. He will not fall into many of the traps
set.by modern isms for the unwary, nor will he be
led astray by new fangled theories which are put
forth to give a materialistic view of life. But finally,
what is most important; it will mean his growth as a
Christian. He will have a greater understanding of
the ways of Christ with His people, so that whatever
may come to him in this world he will be able to
stand fast in a firm faith. Let the Christian student,
therefore, regard his studies not as ·a thing of indifference, something to be disliked, but rather as a
great and wonderful opportunity to grow in grace
and in the knowledge and likeness of the Lord Jesus
Christ.

* ===========
=-

Another Year
Another year has run its course.
Wearied it is and burdened withal;
Much sorrow has it known;
Much error, questioning doubt.
And now-the end draws near!
Another year has spent itself.
Into the glass of Yesterday
Its sands are nearly run.
A bleeding world looks onThe year is well nigh gone!
Another year has winged its way
Across a troubled sky.
A dark horizon meets
The dying cycle.
And Time, the total of the years,
Is marching to its End.
'Till God in His appointed time
Shall call the final "Halt!"
Then endless day shall breakEternity!
-BESS DE VR1ES.

*===========:::::::;:

Klaus Harlllsen
"C(0iHE time draws near the birth of Christ."
These words from Tennyson came to
me as I was walking home through the
dusk this evening. Perhaps the line invaded my thoughts as a defense against a feeling of
loneliness and possibly also as a reaction to the drab- .
ness of the season. The last leaves have fallen; and
the now inglorious things lie wetted down by the
day's drizzle.
"Around me all things stark and dumb.
Seem praying for the snows to come."

I was glad to hear a distant church bell and to see
the lights of the manse. And my imagination, that
upward leap from dulness, brought the enchantment which never fails.
What is it that makes Christmas so Christmasy?
Of course, for the Christian it is the story and the
fact of the birth of Christ. The narratives of Matthew
and Luke are as fresh today as the original events.
How we like to read them and as children to relive
them! In a world full of violence it is rewarding to
augment the song of the angels with some of our
beautiful carols like "The First Noel" and "Lo, How
a Rose E'er Blooming". Jesus is shamefully abused
in some hymns which have a perfect rhythm for
flexible toes, but the good Christmas hymns are like
. an emanation from the Gospels themselves.
Yes, Christ makes Christmas.
There is something else that men have woven into
and around the Christmas season, and I think it is
no sin that this is so. Shall we call it the mythopoeic? I do not use that word in its original sense
of myth-making, but I refer to that power we
mortals have of idealizing an event.
We in our latitudes usually think of a white Christmas with snow falling on Christmas eve, and the
amber light from cheerful ·windows changing the
falling flakes into starlets. We think of the lost melody of sleighbeHs and the pleasant thudding of hoofs
in the streets. But we know how seldom our idealization becomes real and must be content with the
snow scenes on the greeting cards we send and
receive. Happily there is something within us
that leaps up like the flames around the Yule log,
something that no drab, rainy day can subdue.
Then. there is the illumination which, if properly
controlled, can do so much for us. The war's blackouts and dim-outs have taken our outer lighting
away. It may be just as well because there were
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some monstrosities of which people with no decorative sense were gmlty. Yet.we sha,ltmiss.tJ;ie gaily
lighted trees and wreath's; the pale•· blue and' yariegated clusters suspended in a world so dark: The
lights inside must do double duty this year.
It would be difficult to think away the spirit and
practise of giving at Christmas time. The.se, :too~
are rays of the shining ideal. Of course, there is. the
danger of excess. Too much, an,d too careless giving
lose the intended effect.. Co:rnffiercialization, if it
could, would have the angels singing in store windows. And the Supreme Gift is often forgotten. Yet
giving is of the very spirit of the Child in the
manger; and gifts warm the heart. Beautifully
wrapped packages make children of us all, stirring
the desire for exploration and discovery; an,d they
make grownups of us all, . emphasizing concretely
the undying truth that "the gift without the giver
is bare."
I know what I am giving Betsy. It.is a .knee:hole, kidney-shaped desk of which she has. bee!l
dreaming for a long time. Unlike dreams that are
forgotten and gone this one has been often :related
so that both Betsy and !know it by heart. I am also
giving her a zipper Bible, one that opens as easily
as a zipperless one. May she wear out the inven"'.'
tion of man in catching the inteJJ.tion of God:
The problem of Jootje's gift;· is also solved~ We
are buying him a snowsuit that will make him look
like a Brownie, and a fire truck he can ride, with
ladders and a bell. I fear for my shins, my temper,
and the legs of the dining room fable.
What Betsy will give me I don't know. She h~~f
a way of crossing up her signals like Joe McCarthy
on the Yankee bench. I am kep~ guessing. until.
the day, and then I am happy. t
not sure about
woman, but when it comes to gifts "man wants l:nit
little here below." I count no Christmas successful
without books, the conversati.ons~f men arid women
with my mind and soul. And then I arri secretly
yearning for another pipe. My heart .was s~t on .a
meerschaum for awhile, but this sea-foam ma.terial
is rather fragile, and one has fo hold it with a little
chamois so that it will color evehly. Such poetry in
pipe~ tends toward becom1ng 3 prosaic: · Such fare
and constant anxiety ·would hinder the creative
spirit in its brooding over the· deeps of the conscious
and subconscious. Now I am willing to settle for
a calabash, one of those hornlike pipes with a meerschaum core, which look as if you could· learn to
play Yankee Doodle on them in four easy lessons

'a.m
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by next Saturday. Well, I shall be satisfied with
any gift as long as it is a calabash.
Last Sunday after the morning service, as if to
rush the season a bit, a member of my church presented me with one of those art plaques that seem

to be all the rage nowadays. Perhaps it was ·a
reference to my rather caustic sermon. It bore the
words: KEEP SWEET.
I have hung it oyer my pipe rack.
BASTIAN KRUITHOF.

Calvin on the Holy Spirit
Frederick R. Hellegers

Instructor in Systemat'.c Theology,
Princeton Theological Seminary

rThe Spirit and the Word

The Testimony of the Spirit

HAT impresses us most about Calvin's
understanding of the Holy Spirit is his
great sanity and balance. In the first
chapters of the Institutes he discusses
how man comes to know God. He shows that no
:fully satisfactory means exist for man apart from
the Scriptures. But then the question arises quite
naturally as to how one knows that the Scriptures
give us the Word of God. The old answer was that
of the Roman Catholic church: we know the Bible
to be the Word of God because of the witness of
the church. But Calvin replies that it is a 'pernicious error' to affirm that 'the Scriptures have
only so much weight as is conceded
them by the
suffrages of the church'. I, 7. Calvin denies that we
'cc:m. so canalize the work of the Spirit as to say
that he must operate through the church.
Paul addressing Christians tells. them: "Ye are
fellow-citizens with the saints, arid of the household of God, being built upon the foundation of the
~:posties and prophets". Eph 2: i9, 20. The church,
'then, is built' on the writings of the apostles and
:prophets: it is ·~ reversal of ~he tr~th to say that
the Scripture depends on the church.· Rather it is
true to say that Scripture and the inen who wrote
;Scripture antedate the church, which sta.nds not
in the role of creator .but of receiver.
The Scriptures are self-authenticating: they
:prove themselves to be the Worp. of ,God.. But how
.do the Scd:p,~ures prove thefr origin to be in God?
Calvin admfts that there are certain rat.ional proofs:
the Scriptu~es move one as pagan writers· do not;
miracles have the power to impress us; prophecy,
the prediction of future events, causes us to marvel;
the long life of these books, the fact that unlearned
men wrote heavenly things, the agreement of so
many men over such a vast length of time, all of
th.ese things .cause us to admire the Bible. But
after spending the whole eighth chapter. on such
proofs, Calvin comes to the conclusion that although
they are weighty, they are not able to convince the
unbeliever. What Calvin says in that chapter, then,
about proofs is said mostly by way of concession.

to
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Calvin insists that the Spirit must stand in the
center. This is the meaning of the Reformation.
The Roman Catholic church had attempted to force
the Spirit to work in definite channels prepared for
her. The Reformation broke loose from all that and
pointed out once again that the Spirit works with
this and that individual as he will. For epistemology that means that man comes to know God not
primarily by reason but primarily by the influence
of the Holy Spirit. Reason, contrary to what the
church had taught, does not necessarily lead to
faith. Martin Luther had recognized this truth in
his doctrine of the hidden God: so much is God the
Deus absconditus ·that man fails to recognize him
even in Christ, that is to say, even when God takes
on human form; man is not able by his own reason•
ing to 'flutter up' to heaven; that is the meaning of
Martin Luther's violent rejection of the Aristotelian~
Thomistic synthesis arid the open arms which he
extended to the mysticism of the Theologia Germanica or the Imitation of Christ; those works had
been written with an anfr-rationalistic purpose and,
they pointed to the Scripture and the Holy Spirit
as man's only real way of knowing God ..
We tend to forget that Calvin has the same antirationalistic telideheies in his thought and that
they find their expression in his doctrine of the
Holy Spirit. He says, e.g.: "Religion appearing,
to profane men, to consist wholly in opinion, in order
, that they may not believe anything on foolish or
slight grounds, they wish and expect it to be proved
by rational arguments that Moses and the prophets
spoke by divine inspiration. But I reply, that the
. testimony of the Spirit is superior to all reason.
For, as God alone is a sufficient witness of himself
in his own word, so also the word will never gain
credit in the hearts of men, till it be confirmed by
the internal testimony of the Spirit. It is necessary,
therefore, that the same Spirit, who spoke by the
mouths of the prophets, should penetrate into our
hearts, to convince us that they faithfully delivered
. the oracles which were divinely intrusted to them".
. Bk. i, 7.
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Calvin recognizes that some men are troubled
when they are not able to prove beyond the shadow
of a doubt that their convictions are unassailable
but he feels that it is absurd to attempt to evoke a
~real faith by debating, the medieval disputation. He
I says:. "Let it be considered, then, as an undeniable
truth, that they who have been inwardly taught by
the Spirit, feel an entire acquiescence in the Scripture, and that it is self-authenticated, carrying with
it its own evidenc~, and ought not to be made the
subject of demonstration and arguments from reason; but it obtains the credit which it deserves with
l.JS by the testimony of the Spirit... It is such a
persuasion, therefore, as requires no reasons; such a
knowledge as is supported by the highest reason, in
which, indeed, the mind rests with greater security
and constancy than in any reasons; it is, finally,
such a sentiment as cannot be produced but by a
revelation from heaven. I speak of nothing but
what every believer experiences in his heart, except
that my language falls far short of a just expliLcation of the subject." I, 7.
Now it is after Calvin has stated all of these principles that he proceeds to write the eighth chapter
by way of concession, a chapter in which he states
what he believes to be convincing proofs that the
Scripture is the Word of God. But he comes back
to his original thesis: "Wherefore the Scripture will
then only be effectual to produce the saving knowledge of God, when the certainty of it shall be
founded on the internal persuasion of the Holy
Spirit. Thus those human testimonies, which contribute to its confirmation, will not be useless, if
they follow that first and principal proof, as secondary· aids to our imbecility. (Italics mine.) But
those persons betray great folly, who wish it to be
demonstrated to infidels that the Scripture is the
Word of God, which cannot be known without faith.
Augustine therefore justly observes ... that piety
and peace of mind ought to precede, in order that a
man may understand somewhat of such great
subjects." I, 9.

tremendous burden and the idea of liberty lured
them on to complete freedom: the Reformers were
teaching that men were dependent on the Holy
Spirit and the Word. Why not go the whole way
and declare that men are dependent solely on the
Spirit? This idea has always had great attraction
and appeal: it is far more flattering to believe that
God speaks individually to each one of us than
indirectly through a written record.
The element of exhibitionism undoubtedly enters
in at this point. The mere disciple of Christ stands
in a position of humiliation: he is a follower. But
the fanatic claims that he himself is the very mouthpiece of God. Who would ever have heard of Montanus and his female prophetess if they had not
made such fantastic claims for themselves in early
Christianity? At the time of the Reformation the
same thing was true again: we hear of the Zwickau
prophets and the Anabaptists not because of th~
great contributions they made to Christianity, but
because of the great claims they made for themselves. It is far more exciting for a man to attend
a meeting with the prospect that he himself may be
the center of all attention than to go to hear what
another has done for him. And it seems fair to say
of all these movements, even of the Irvingites, who
drew the attention of intelligent men and women,
that the individuals who came to the fore were
those judged by any other standard would have had
to stand aside. But here is a way of gaining attention: one need not excell in the understanding of
Scripture; education of any sort is not necessary:
it is even a hindrance.

The case of Mr. Pilkington among the Irvingites
brings this out beautifully. He was a former deist.
He knew different languages and claimed the abil:'ity to interpret tongues. This practice, as he claimed,
was just as scriptural and more so than that ot
tongues. But Irving and his followers were horr~
fied when they began to hear Mr. Pilkington's inter-::
pretations: he would take down the different sounds
The confirmation of the truth of the Scripture, and translate them from their original languages;
then, depends not on the church, in the first place, The complaint the Irvingites made was that he
! and not on reason, in the seco:pd, but on the testiwas using his understanding rather than the Spirit,
! many of the Spirit. That is to say that Calvin's and Pilkington finally found it better to go else.-::
' first concern is anti-institutional and anti-rational- where. These mystics believe that when the Spirit
\istic or, in other words, anti-Catholic.
comes, the mind must go. Is it not a case of a mass
phenomenon? One or two individuals with no inhibitions are necessary to start the process. In one
way
or another, they work themselves up into a
No Concession to
frenzy. The feeling of revulsion which this creates
"Proud Fanatics"
in any sensitive man is taken by the unintelligent
\ But the 'proud fanatics' also disturbed Calvin. to be the presence of the Spirit. And from then on
The Reformation brought the Holy Spirit, the Di- almost anything can happen as excitement steals
Vine Speaker, into the center of the picture. But through the crowd. It is all too easy to look to the
this principle immediately set the tongues of conversions there made and not to the revulsion
fanatics wagging. They saw themselves free of a and even insanity which follow.
r·····~.v
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The .Spirit Through the Word
The spirit which animates those who reject the
Scriptures in favor of direct revelations is to Calvin's way of thinking that of the Devil. He calls it
'diabolical' madness to pretend that the use of the
Scripture was only for an age. And he sees error
in the reasoning that the Spirit's role must be that
of revealing that which is new. That is to say precisely the opposite of what we read in John, that
the Spirit is not to speak of himself but about those
things which he hears; he brings not new revelations
but makes known what has already peen declared.
And if it is said that it is humiliating for the Spirit
to be subordinate to the Scripture, Calvin replies
that the Scriptures are the image of the Spirit and
~it is nev~r degrading for God to remain himself.
That is the safeguard against Satan, that we can
know the Spirit by his image. Between the Word
and the Spirit, then, there exists a marvelous mutual
connection 'so that our minds are filled with a solid
reverence for the Word, when by the light of the
Spirit we are enabled therein to behold the I)ivine
countenance; and on the other hand, without the
least fear of mistake, we gladly receive,. the Spirit,
when we recognize him in his image, that is, in
the Word.' I, 9.
Calvin never presents a mysticism apart from
the Word. The role of such acted and spoken and
Written communication is not mere 'momentary
ostentation'. Enthusiasts who would so present the
Word Calvin describes. as 'proud fanatics': they
alone have valuable. revelations; they 'greedily embrace every reverie which their distempered imaginations' conceive. "A very different sobriety l:>ecomes the children of God; who, while. they are
sensible that,_ exclusively of the Spirit of God, they
::ire utterly destitute of the light of truth, yet are not
ignorant that the Word is the instrument, by which
the Lord dispenses to believers the illumination of
his Spirit. For they know no other Spirit than that
who dwelt in and spake by the apostles; by whose
oracles they are continually called to the hearing of
the Word.'' I, 9.
Calvin sees in these men who reject the written
word a frenzy, a proud pretense, an unsteadiness.
"But I would ask them, what spirit that is, by whose
inspiration they are elevated to such a sublimity, as
to dare to despise the doctrine of the Scripture as
puerile and mean. For, if they answer that it is
the Spirit of Christ, how ridiculous is such an assurance! for that the apostles of Christ, and other believers in the primitive Church, were illuminated
by no other Spirit, l think they will concede. But
not one of them learned, from his teaching, to contemn the Divine Word; they were rather filled with
htgher reverence for it, as their writings abundantly
testify.'' I, 9.
·
!}4

Avoiding Rationalism
and Fanaticism
If we look back now we see how straight· a course
Calvin his been sailing: Scylla and Charybdis stand
on either side. The church and its rationalism
would capture the Spirit and hold him fast within
fixed bounds. On the other side, the fanatics would
loose the Spirit and make everything dependent on
individual revelations. Calvin says no to both
extremes. He believes, in the authority of a written
Word. That authority he cannot prove by definite
arguments. His conviction goes back to the work
of the Spirit and has £orce only for those who have
shared his experience. And yet his position, unattractive as it sounds to f rationalist, yet carries conviction for the initiated.
The beauty of his stand is that it combines the
living, dynamic forcefulness, which mysticism
knows,. with the firmness of a great, unchanging
authority. It never runs wild with the fanatics
because it has a solid center just as Roman Ca{holicism has, but not the strength of a great institution,
but that of a divine record. Such a position is absolutely unassailable: the unbeliever will always
reject it, but he can never answer it because only
that man who has had an experience has any real
right to discuss it. That is true of all truth, beauty,
and goodness. But we must add that Calvin does
not assume such a position because he knows that
it is impregnable but because he believes that it
is true.
(This 4i~cussion wil~ be 9oncluded in a second article on
The Spirit and Sanct1ficat10n according to Calvin - Editor)

======= * =======
In an Army Chapel
Here in this hallowed spot,
Away from curse-explosion,
Here .is a place of rest,
Of peace, of sweet devotion.
Here God's name is not smeared
By wicked lips of laughter;
By men who dare to scorn
The Christ and the hereafter;
Here weary soldiers feast
On Bounties freely given;
The Living Word of God,
The Manna sent from heaven.
Here all unholy thoughts
Must flee the musing mind:.
Unclean, untrue, unkind,
One leaves them all behind.
--AL~~T PIJSRSMA.
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Dutch Masters in Chicago
Henry

J. Van. Andel

:Professor of Dutch .A):lt,
Calvin College

N exceptio.nal exhibition of D.· utch.. Masters
has recently been shown m New York
City. Part of this exhibition is now open
to the public at the Chicago Art Institute.
Possibly it will move on later to other cities. All
lovers or art, and especially those who are young
and of Calvinistic conviction, will wish to see this
remarkable collection of Dutch paintings. The
Knickerbocker Weekly of October 5 devotes eight
pages of illustrations in black and white to these
Dutch Masters, which we certainly appreciate.
. Art News of February 1942 published a special
Rembrandt issue with two colored illustrations
~nd numerous others.
But no black or colored
.print can give an idea of the rich texture and of
the marvellous light of the Dutch Masters of the
fieventeenth century. And this exhibition is not
composed of minor works, but of first class masterpieces. It has been insured for five million dollars
by the Netherlands Information Bureau which arranged for it. The most famous work is Vermeer's
:Milkmaid, which alone was insured for half a rnillion. The exhibit contains rare works from great
qrt galleries and owners in Europe and America;
one work being the property of the English king.
There are thirteen. Rembrandts, fifteen Halses, two
Yermeers, and works of Terborch, Jan Steen, Van
qer Neer, Hobbema, Maes, Seghers, Van de Velde,
Carel Fabritius (the link between Rembrandt and
Vermeer) , besides many others. It must be amazing ·to be in the presence of so many masterpieces
.all at once. We can ·only hear one piece of music
at a time. But as to paintings, there is hardly a
limit.
Here then is something marvellous for
which all people of Dutch descent ought to thank
God. For arnidst the sharne of being subject to the
tyranny of a heartless enerny, there is the immense
glory of the past which no oppressor can dim.
But there a.re more than Dutch Masters in Chi'cago. Calvin is in the metropolis. This is an
exhibit of Calvinistic art. We Calvinists have been
exposed t<'.> the m<'.>st unfair ignominy the world
ever saw. We have been slandered by bigoted humanists and naturalists for more than two centuries. 10\l.tr t>ailftting was declared to be flat anci
tasteless. ·OU:r music, especially •our psalte_r, unsingable. Our poetry was moralism in rhyme. Our
architecture was a degenerate form of the ba.rba.ric French Gotflic. Our great leader Calvin was
·called a cruel tyrant. His Institutes were called
antiquate€l beca:ctse CMvin believed in double pre-
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destination. A decade a.go there was a work published in America with the notorious title, The
Diary of An Ass, a liberalistic reflection on the
Puritans. The Italians were praised by some; the
ultra-moderns by others; but Hulme in his text on
the Reformation and the Renaissance dared to state
that Dutch art was not universal, because it pictmred the Dutch home! Now the tide has turned:~"
The Dutch have ha.d an exhibition in New York
so costly as has not been shown for two decades, a
New York daily reveals. There is no handbook or
review, but it brings out in some way or other that
Protestantism, . or Calvinism, or Puritanism has
something to do with the great Dutch Masters of
the seventeenth century but no liberal is generous
enough to grant that this great e:x:hibition is
exhibition"'of Calvinistic art. And yet, it is! This
does not mean that all Dutch seventeenth century
a.rt is of superior quality, nor that some canvases
do not sh·ow the spirit of a gay humanism for which
old_ Amsterdam was known in those days. But the
exceptions confirm the rule. The new spirit, the ·.
new content, and the new technique of Rembrandt,
Hals and Vermeer, are not simply due to historical
and natural factors. Behind this great culture· i$
a new religious, ethical, and philosophical outlook.
Here is the glory of Calvinism.
If you want to enjoy those Dutch Calvinistic
masterpieces, you can do so without knowing any;_
thing about the technique of painting. As the
beauty of a Geneva.n psalm is revealed when you:
listen to it as sung by a congregation, or by a choir,
attentively, detached from your surroundings, and
from a distance, so the beauty of a painting is ab:sorbed only by those who look at one masterpiece
at _a time, attentively, detached, quietly, alone for
at least ten minutes. Look, says Van Eeden, till
you feel the thrill go down your spine. Aesthetic·
joy is both of a physical and of a mental nature.
Be humble in the presence of a genius. Bare your
head. Be absolutely silent. And a new world will
open for you whiCh you may have never seen, but
which you ought to see because it is the world
made by the Creator through the medium of the
artist. Only true beauty and true art will give you
the unique experience. Every human being has
itfue artistic instinct. So there is no excuse for
anyone, least of all for a Calvinist who believes
that the earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof.
And certainly there is no excuse for a Calvinist
when he listens to Calvinistic music, or gazes at
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Calvinistic paintings. Moreover, the reward is
great. For, without knowing anything about color,
line, and light, you will receive a satisfaction which
is beyond expression. Besides, your enthusiasm
will rise anew when you begin to understand what
kind of a person, what kind of a home, what kind
of a scenery the artist had in mind when he had
his visions. And your enthusiasm will climax into
ecstasy, if you may catch a glimpse of the deeper
meaning, the symbolism of a masterpiece. For
every great artist sees the world in the light of
eternity. He speaks to us of values that do not
pass away. He testifies of the life to come, of the

Kingdom 0£ God that will not dwindle away. Rembrandt and Hals reveal the human soul; Vermeer,
De Hooch, Terborch, Jan Steen reveal the sweetness of the home; Ruysdael, Van Goyen, Hobbema,
Cuyp, Van der Neer the intimacy of nature. There
is nothing like it in Catholic or· in Modern paint•
ing. It is wonderful. The deep humanity of the
Dutch masterpieces is sensed by all races and all
creeds. But no one will understand them better
than the Calvinist, if he is willing to look at. them
in Calvinistic fashion, that is .humbly, meekly;
Coram Dea.

Covenant Truth Today
D. H. Kromminga
Professor of Church . History
Calvin Sem·nary

Its Importance and Value
HIS last article on the general subject of the
doctrine of the Covenant in the history of
the Church brings a brief inquiry as to
what our review of its functioning at major
crises may throw on its essential elements. The review has. brought facts to our notice which invite
such an inquiry. It is, at any rate, remarkable that
both at its beginning and at its end we met with two
aberrations against which the doctrine of the Cove11ant serves as a guard. I have in mind the Judaistic
aberration which Barnabas combated and the Gnostic heresy which Ireneus fought. Their correspondence respectively with present-day separatistic dispensationalism on the one hand and inclusive modernism on the other, is easily discerned. However,
we shall not stop to dwell on this phenomenon, but
rather take note of the fact that there is not a
major division of dogmatic theology on which the
doctrine of the Covenants has not set its distinct
imprint.

The Covenant
in Reformed Dogmatics
This doctrine starts with the triune God and posits in the Covenant of Redemption an intra-divine
agreement for the salvation of man. It conceives of
man as created in an original state of righteousness
and of the racial character of mankind as furnishing a factual basis for the legal representation of
the race by its progenitor, so that his act would be
imputed to all its members. This same idea of
imputation is basic also to the operation of Christ's
vicarious sacrifice. It recurs once more in Soteriology in the doctrine of justification by faith as the
imputation of the righteousness of. Christ to the
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believing sinner. The Covenant of Grace, moreover, furnishes the only 9ontext in which the character of the sacraments as neither mere signs, nor
yet vehicles of grace, but seals becomes really intelligible. And the same thing is true of the inclusion of the children of believers in the Church of
Christ in such a way as not to fill the Church Visible
with dead timber. From this point flows an influence of the Covenant of Grace on the conception of
Christian Ethics, which influence has from the time
of the Reformers onward led to the stressing of
Christian nurture for Christian children and has
imparted a tremendous impulse to the institution of
schools and the spread of education and has
prompted the establishment of distinct Christian
schools when the emphasis on education lost its
Christian character. Perhaps we should add tha.t
even in Eschatology such a conception as the New
Jerusalem, the bride of the Lamb, can not be properly appreciated without the organic emphasis
which inheres in the doctrine of the Covenants.
This bearing of the doctrine of the Covenants on
every major department of Dogmatics is only natural, if the Covenant is the comprehensive form of
the true religion. The feature in it which is bound
to draw the attention is the fact that in three major
dogmatic fields the imprint of the doctrine of the
Covenants assumes similar and related forms. We
share the guilt of our first parent by imputation.
Christ's vicarious sacrifice rests on the possibility
of imputation. And the believer is clothed with
Christ's. righteousness by way of imputation. Imputation is in every instance bound together with the
fact that we human beings constitute a race, and
takes place only within the framework of a Covenant. The covenantal context is the line which sets
the Christian concept of imputation apart. It is the
failure to observe this context, that leads to such
THE CALVIN FORUM
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erroneous assumptions, as, that the imputation of level in the education of the child~a fact which
Adam's sih to us should amount to the imputation Christians have only too often forgotten, while Hitof the evil deed of a guilty person to another indi- ler and his ilk manifest an excellent understanding
.vidual or other individuals who are personally and appreciation of it and put it to a diabolically
blameless, and that, conversely, the imputation of perverted use.
Christ's righteousness to the believer should amount
In a mere genus the operation of law would riot
to the reckoning of the blamelessness of an innocent be excluded, to be sure, but it would there be limited
person to an individual or individuals who are per~ to a merely factual operation as natural law. But
sonally depraved. It is precisely at this point of ih the personal realm no law can exist without
imputation, that the doctrine of the Covenants has clamoring for conscious recognition and observance.
its organic connection with the Five Points of the When God immediately superimposed on our crea:..
Canons of Dort; for it is persistently and consis- tional relationship to Him the covenantal relatioh:.
tently at this point of imputation that the divorce- ship for our entire race, this served the recognition
ment of the two has been attempted. And it is this of the personal character 0£ the human individuals
prominence of the matter 0£ imputation in the doc- as well as of their racial unity. But it served this
trine of the Covenants, which adds to the organic end not exclusively; it was at the same time a graand the personal emphasis in the d9ctrihe of the cious arrangement on the part of the tripetsonal
Covenants a third .emphasis, to wit, the juridical. God for the purpose of establishing for His per:.
The juridical emphasis binds the apparently dis- sonal creature personal fellowship with Him. It
parate organic or racial and individual or personal served to bridge the immeasurable distance and the
emphasis .together into one harmonious whole.
infinite inequality between the two. It should surprise nobody that in this covenantal relationship
both the racial unity and the social relationships,
The Covenant
and also the spiritual possibilities springing up in
and Racial Solidarity
this complex human creation, find recognition one
It is possible to see this a little more clearly when and all. It should receive the cordial assent of
we reflect for a moment on the four entities of which everybody that for the personal creature all these
the doctrine of the Covenants speaks, whose exis- relationships ehtail duties and obligations, for the
tence it assumes, and with the relationships between observance of which he is personally responsible.
which it deals. These four entities are the triune In other words, the personal relationship of the
God, the human race, the historical process in time, personal God to His persohal creature is as a matter
and the individual person. These four entities are of course juridical.
Racial relationships, when conceived 0£ as re:.,
quite evidently 0£ very unequal value. Over against
stricted
to the common racial nature, can not be
the triune God the other three entities together
thought
of
as juridical; but our common human naform a unit of created things. The basic relationture
as
such
is an abstraction; our common human
ship between them and Him is tied up inseparably
nature
exists
nowhere except in the personal indi.- .·
with the fact of creation, which fact once for all
constitutes God the determining. and mankind with viduals of the race. Racial relationships in our huits history and individuals the determined factor in man race inevitably exist only in the individual
members and, since these are personal, those relathe relationship.
How closely the three created entities are inter- tionships immediately assume their juridical chartwined, one senses in almost every attempt to talk acter: in the personal sphere sin must be imput$d ·
about them separately. It just can not be done. It to the. sinner as guilt, whether inherited, inherent,
is in the historical process that the race unfolds in or actual. It needs no assumption of a realistic
its individual members. It is in the same historical being iri Adam of all the persons that ever spring
process that the individual members of the race re- from him, as Augustine thought, to explain and
ceive their personal development in what they justify the imputation of hls fall to us; the simple
make of themselves in the experiences of their fact, that. we are a race with physical continuity, but
lives. ··And the unfolding of the racial and the of personal beings, suffices. Nor does it need the
personal potentialities in · constant interplay and assumption, after the fashion of Jonathan Edwards,
mutual stimulation and limitation is what consti- of some mysterious divine constitution as an additutes the historical process. Racial unity is charac- tional quality of our race; the fact, that we are a
teristic and distinctive of us humans. As purely race of personal beings, is perfectly sufficient to
spiritual beings we could at best constitute only a account for and justify covenantal imputation.
society, while as purely physical beings we could at
best constitute only a genus. Since we actually Christ, Redemption,
are physico-spiritual beings with a common origin,
and the Covenant
we constitute a race. Our racial unity starts on our
The constitution of the Son of God as the Mediphysical side in procreation. It continues in the
nourishment of the babe and reaches the spiritual ator of the Covenant of Grace and the operation of
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these same principles also in the new spiritual realtionship, established between Him and His on the
basis of His atoning work by the operation of His
Holy Spirit, is the gift of God's compassionate saving grace. It takes place only within the limits of
our human race. From this angle, the creation of
our race with its covenantal possibilities can be
viewed as the laying of a basis for the display of the
saving reach and power of the grace of God. This
viewpoint is not merely possible and permissible,
but it is imperative; for the Son of God may not be
thought of as just fitted into our human world wherever that world may happen to need Him. Rather,
that world is created for Him and is, as it were,
built around the place which, in accordance with
the Covenant of Redemption, He was to occupy in
it. From this viewpoint the central significance of
the truth of the Covenants and the necessity with
which they combine the emphasis on the racial with
the emphasis on the personal and, again, both with
the emphasis on the juridical, are perfectly cleat.
From this viewpoint one should also contemplate
the intimate conjunction of the truth of the Covenants with the truth of the Five Points of total depravity, unconditional election, limited atonement,
irresistible grace, and the perseverance of the saints,
which the history of Christian doctrine and of the
Christian Church so plainly evidences. It is customary to see all these five points as associated with
the idea of the sovereignty of God. It should not
be overlooked that His sovereignty is His by right.
If there is to be right at all, the right of God must
first of all be maintained. And next to this right .of
God stand the rights of the Mediator of the Covenant of Grace. The entire redemptive setup could
not possibly be held to accord with the principle of
justice, if it did· not involve and carry with it the
definite stipulation and the absolute assurance of
the effects of Christ's work and their attainment.
The Arminian aberration, which in the interests of
at least a ·modicum of human independence from
God impairs His absolute sovereignty and violates
His right, delivers us up to the arbitrariness of the
human will by its separation of the idea of the
Covenant from the truth of the Five Points. And
on. the other side, the separation from the truth of
the Covenant of the ideas enshrined in the Five
Points, which is the tendency of the Calvinistic
sects, delivers us just as surely into an imaginary
arbitrariness of the divine wilL Neither the Five
Points nor the doctrine of the Covenants will suffice
without the other, and .without the other neither
of them can be maintained.

The Covenant Truth
and a Sound Church Life
Perfectly clear it becomes also from this viewp·oirtt, why the ·dissolution of the doctrines of the
Covenants should have played such a large part in
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throwing Churches of Reformed provenance open
to the forces of apostasy. In the light of the truth
of the Covenants, both the persistence· of inclusive
national Churches and the multiplication, be it in
part by way of reaction, of individualistic separatistic groups, themselves partake of the nature of
an apostasy. And since the days of the Reformation
such national Churches could not persist except in
the light of the truth of the Covenants; nor could,
since then, the multiplication of such separatistic
individualistic groups go on except in the light of
the truth of the Covenants. The failure, on both
sides, to make serious business of the truth of the
Covenants~ must be put down ·as the beginning of
the modern apostasy. The dangers, on the one
hand, of an inclusive ecclesiasticism which ignores
and neglects the cultivation of personal piety in its
members and, on the other, of a separatistic individualism which lacks all appreciation for historical
continuity, are continually with us. Over against
these two dangers we shall be safe only as we hold
with all our might to a well-rounded doctrine of
the Covenants, our Reformed heritage, embracing
the Covenant of Works, the Covenant of Redemption, and the Covenant of Grace, and preserving all
three emphases: the organic or racial, the individual
or personal, and the legal or juridical.
Finally, we get historical light on the peculiar phenomenon that not one Christian doctrine so immediately affects and determines the history of the
Church, whether by way of its recognition or by
way of its neglect, as does the doctrine of the Covenants. It is this light which above all we should
utilize. In the Covenants God deals with the history of our race and of the Church. From its very
nature the Covenant of our God must not merely
be taught, but it must be kept. For our practice in
the Church of Christ, it is normative and should be
determinative. It is not just a chance happening,
that in the Reformed formularies for the administration of the seals of the Covenant of Grace the
truth of the Covenant has been given such a large
place, in a way that is not only comforting but also
admonitory. The two duties which the two Forms
for the Administration of Christian Baptism and for
the Administration of the Lord's Supper respectively emphasize, are the duty of giving our children
a Christian rearing and the duty of examining ourselves. For our practice, the keeping of the Covenant of our God means precisely these two things:
the cultivation of Christian nurture for our children,
and the maintenance of Christian discipline among
us adults. Whatever Church will continue in or
return to this practice, will experience the faithfulness of the God of the Covenant.
THE CALVIN FORUM
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China Missions Today
and TolllorroW"
John C. De Korne

Secretary of Mi.sslons
Christian Reformed Church

HAVE just completed the fascinating task of
reading through nineteen closely typed pages
of information which has been gleaned from
the 636 Christian missionaries who returned
to the United States on the M. S. Gripsholm, August
25th, 1942.
A· salute of respect and admiration to the heroic
men and women who considered their missionary
calling so important that they remained in the Far
East until Japan forced them out. When we read
these stories we were doubly thankful that such
missionaries as S. A. Dykstra and A. H. Selles were
ready to go ba~k to China in 1939, and that Synod
had the courage to send them back, even though
they were able to remain there only three years.
Those three years of witnessing were of surpassingly great importance for the cause of Christ in
China. We are thankful not only for what it meant
for that cause yesterday and today, but still more
for what it will mean for that cause tomorrow.
It would be worth while if everyone could read
those nineteen pages which have thrilled me. But
much of this material is confidential and may not
be reproduced. However, it is possible for me to
write down the impressions which this material has
made upon me. Here are seven of them:
1. My conviction has been strengthened that the
gospel has obtained a firm hold in many hearts in
the Far East. It is distressing to read of the appalling loss of mission property in these countries, but
even if all mission property should be lost in the
Far East, we could accept the losses calmly because
we know there is something there which no foreign
aggressor can ever take away. Even if all the
church buildings of wood and stone would be destroyed, the living stones of membership in the
church which is the body of Christ would remain.
These Far Eastern churches are finding it difficult
to express themselves in these days, but better days
will come and then a triumphant faith will again
assert itself. There are Christian groups in China
and Japan and Korea and Burma and the Philippines and Malaya which are standing the test of fire.
2. The bonds of Christian fellowship are holding
across the barriers of race and nationalism and war.
The faculty and students of a Christian school in
Japan brought a valuable farewell gift to a beloved
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teacher who was forced to return to America. Chinese Christians disguised themselves as vegetable
peddlers in order to carry messages to the American
missionaries held captive by the Japanese. Native
Christians are helping to provide sustenance and
comfort for American missionaries still detained in
the Philippines. Christian churches in territory colltrolled by the Japanese are greatly hindered in their
self-expression, but men like Kagawa and. other
Christian leaders find opportunities for declaring
the unity of faith between themselves and Christians of Western lands.
3. Japanese authorities are making vigorous at:tempts to change Christian churches into institutions for the development of the new order in East
Asia, and in some cases they are actually succeeding. A Japanese who had been ordained as a Christian minister by missionaries from the West is serving as an agent of his government in seeking to
de-Christianize the very church he had promised
to serve. Men of that type will succeed in gathering the malcontents and some weak brethren into a
so-called church which will be nothing more than
an agent of the powerful Japanese state.
4. In her treatment of missionaries, Japan is
showing an evident intention of taking her place
among the families of nations after the war is over.
In many cases she has acted with scrupulous cor:..
rectness. We have heard of no cases in which she
has taken away money from the missionaries. In
some cases missionaries' possessions were forcibly
sold. In some cases the missionaries themselves
were permitted to sell their possessions. In the case
of those missionaries left in Shanghai, they still control their own possessions. British missionaries have
been treated better than Chinese Christians, and
American missionaries have been treated better
than the British. Japan knows that America and
Great Britain will continue to be world powers and
she is putting out anchors to protect her ship of
state from the storms that are sure to come.
5. Japan is working hard to eliminate all Ameri ..
can and British influence from the Far East. This
explains her insistence on missionaries leaving the
Far East. If Japanese plans can be carried out,
they will never return, but China will have something to say about that, and China will welcome
missionaries back.
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6. The heroism of missionaries in remammg at
their posts throughout these dangerous years will
remain as a great stimulus to missionary effort
after the war. This holds for the 636 repatriated on
the Gripsholm and holds for the several hundred
who still remain in the Far East. Thus far martyrdoms were very few, but it takes more courage to
stand up under oppression day after day and month
after month than it does to face one flash of the
sword or one click of the executioner's gun.
7. There will be further repatriations. There

remain more than two thousand American nationals
in the Far East. Not all can be repatriated on the
two boats which were scheduled to sail from Shanghai in September but have been delayed. The passenger list of these two vessels has not yet been published. But even though every Western missionary
is forced out of China, there stiU will be a tomorrow
for the cause of Christ in that land. There is even
a today, for native pastors and native evangelists
are still witnessing to Him Who is the same yesterday, today, and forever.

Front Our Correspondents
from the face of the earth - the historic place where John
Wesley and Zinzendorf preached the gospel of grace, our small
congregation received the charter of Christ.

A Dutch Refugee
Church in London
"Mayfield," Camp Road,
Woldingham, England,
November 5, 1942.

The Calvin Forum,
Franklin Street,
Grand Rapids, Mich., U. S. A.
My dear Dr. Bouma:
w.as greatly pleased to receiv.e your letter of September 27
and to learn that my little contribution to the FORUM met
with your sympathetic approval.
It is indeed a great .honor that you deem me worthy to act
as correspondent of the Dutch Reformed people. Since the promotion of Calvinism in all spheres of life. is my life's . aim, I
cannot refuse and I will do my best. I hope you will realize
I am not a theologian. I am serving the London church as
elder and, since our church has no· minister, I am also acting
as :president. of the church council. I have lived in different
:European countries. In 1929 I' entered the Philips concern as
an accountant and lived in Belgium from 1931 to 1934. At that
time ·I had the privilege to serve as elder of the Reformed
Church at Brussels. During 1935 I spent some time in Poland
and the Baltic States, and that same year I joined the British
Philips group in London, where I am still working, not primarily as accountant, but what you call in America as budgetcontroller. During my stay in Eastern Europe I made contact
w1th many Christians of varied denominational background. I
met. Dr. Kusiw in London, who, as you know used to be one
of the leading ministers in the Ukraine.
The Dutch Church in London (Hervormd) was modernistic
and did not offer any spiritual food. This was felt also by some
other brethren, and after having made contact with the Netherlands, we organized ourselves into a society called "Vereeniging Johannes a Lasco." [a Lasco, also known by his Polish
name, Laski, was pastor and leader of the Dutch refugee church
of the 16th century in London, worshipping in Austin Friar's
Church, recently blitzed by German bombers. -Editor.] Then
once a month a minister of our "Gereformeerde" Churches in
Holland came to London, preached for us and made pastoral
calls.
When the political clouds became darker and darker, we
foresaw that the only way to maintain ourselves would be by
organizing our oWn church, thus being in a position to provide
the Word and the sacraments for a rather floating church
population. Classis 'sGravenhage of the "Gereformeerde"
Church approved o;ur reqµest for organization and the Rev. Mr.
Oranje, accompanied by Mr. van Beeck Calkoen, officiated at
the organization of· the ehurch in April, 1939. It was a memorable day. In the old Moravian chapel·-now; atas, blitzed
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In the autumn of 1939 war broke out and we were faced
with the· fact that the regular supply of Reformed preachers
from the Netherlands would be cut off. Still our. task was clear.
"Carry on," said the Lord, and so we did carry. on by having a
monthly prayer and reading service. At the outbreak of war
the Moravian chapel was shut down and we found a temporary
place of worship in the Bangor. Hotel. But as. this.· was not
suitable, we approached the Y:W,C.A. and are now using the
chapel twice a month. The British government was so kind
as to allow the Rev. Mr. Oranje to come over to England for
a visit in April, 1940. We then celebrated communion and it
was a great day for the· Church. However, the next month
brought the war to our beloved country, and then it was out
of the question to hope for the ministry of the Word in our
mother tongue. At least so we thought.
Then one of my best friends - and also one of yours I am
sure - Dr. Johnson of the Inter-Varsity Fellowship, advised
me to get into touch with Prof. MacLean of the Free Church
of Scotland for help. So we did, and the result has been that
since that time we have been having every month a "joint DutchScottish service," where the brethren of both nationalities listen
to. the same Word and the same order of worship. As the matter
stands now we are having a Dutch service every first Sunday
oi the month and a joint service in the English language every
third Sunday of the month.
After Dunkirk many soldiers of the Dutch forces came to
England. Furthermore our fleet is still fighting on the side
of the Allies, and so ·the Netherland government in exile pro~
vided for four Protestant ministers (chaplains), two of them
being of our Church. We have realized from the. beginning that
their task lies primarily with the forces, but once or twice
a year they come to us and then we enjoy a· spiritual feast.
In order to strengthen the hands. of our brethren. we have just
appointed two military elders for the army, one of whom was
until recently an elder of the Church of Buenos Aires. Our
Church had, apart from its ordinary duties, two main tasks.
First, to try to. do all it could for the armed forces, and, secondly,
to bear their share in the support of the missionary activity of
our Reformed Churches in the Dutch East Indies.
The first task is being tackled by distribµting as much literature as we could. Thousands of church papers, books, sermons,
and calendars, coming mainly from the East Indies,. ha,ve been
distributed to. om: forces. A11d we can say God has richly blessed
us in our work .. The unhappy event of the war with Japan
brought the supply of literature from Java to an end: At the
moment we are supplying our own monthly bulletfo and copies
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of "De Gids" of the West Indies, which our friend Kroeze is
sending to us. I have appealed to Dr. Beets, who was so kind
as to place my appeal in "De Wachter," but I like to repeat
this to you as well: Please send us papers, calendars, books,
because there is nothing more important for the men than this.
The Rev. Mr. Sillevis Smitt is editing a nice monthly paper
called "De Roerganger." I try to support him with contributions
and the church here does a bit and supplies the land forces
and fishermen with this paper as well.
The second task was easier. Our small congregation managed
to collect more than 400 pounds sterling in one year for the
Dutch East Indian Missions of our Reformed Churches. You
can well imagine that the brethren there were glad and happily
surprised. We have never had any financial difficulties in our
church here. If we need money we appeal to our members and
the response is generous.
And so we carry on. We shall preserve this outpost for our
beloved Churches in the Netherlands, obedient to God and seeing His blessing resting daily upon our humble efforts.
So, my dear friends, now you know who we are. I shall try
to write you a letter or brief article every month. Please do not
expect too much from me, but I shall do my best. With the
kindest regards to all, I am
Yours in Christ,
CH. DE WIT.

A Letter
from Princeton

14 Spruce St.,
Princeton, N. J.
October 31, 1942
Dear Dr. Bouma:
AL VIN Seminary is well represented on the Princeton
campus this fall. Besides James Daane, who is here for
his third year, and hopes to complete his residence work
towards the Th.D. this year, Rev. Hendriksen, of the class of
'27, is on the campus, preparing himself for the professorshi~
in New Testament Theology at Calvin next year. He, too, hopes
to complete his residence work for the doctor's degree this school
year.. Unquestionably, this will be a busy year· for him. Best
represented of all is the class of '42; both John Kromminga
and I are .here to carry on the old '42 spirit. John is working
toward his Th.D. in Church History; he has the enviable
position of being the only history major among the doctrinal
students. Daane and I, however, are not at all unique; I believe
there are more Systematic majors than any other group. John
Luchies, who graduated last year, majored in Systematic Theology, too.
Princeton is stimulating for a number of reasons. One, I feel,
is. the constituency of the student body. They come from east
and west, from north and south. There are students here from
China, Korea, and India. There are missionaries here from all
over the world. In addition to Presbyterians there are at the
seminary Dutch Reformed, Christian Reformed, Lutheran, Mennonite, and Evangelical students, besides former Roman Catholics, Baptists, and Methodists.
Just to give you some idea of the unusual personalities on
the campus, the first name that occurs to me is that of Mr.
Georges Barrois. Mr. Barrois is a native Frenchman, and was
raised in the Catholic Church. He was, in fact, a member of
the Dominican Order, and received his Doctor's degree in Scholastic Theology from the College of Theological Studies in
Tournai, Belgium. He has an additional degree from Rome in
Old Testament Bible. For quite some time he taught Hebrew at
the Catholic University in Washington, under Fulton Sheen.
Since then, he has been converted to Reformed Protestantism.
Now he is teaching some courses in archaeology here at the
seminary and doing some map work - Dr. Barrois is an authority on ancient maps. In addition, he is working for his Th.D.
in Systematics. He plans to write on Calvin and previous
scholastic theology. Many of Calvin's ideas, he claims, are
found in the scholastics. In fact, according to Dr. Barrois, who
is thoroughly conversant with scholastic literature in the
original, Thomas Aquina11 had, if anything, a more rigorous
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doctrine of predestination than did Calvin. Aquinas ascribed
all the good works of man to divine grace, and repudiated the
idea of human merit. He denied that man could prepare himself for justificatio~, and said that God must change the sinner
first. But, quaintly suggests Dr. Barrois, the later Catholic
theologians have, by "interpretations of great learning," twisted
Aquinas' deliverances so as to make them say exactly what he
did not mean to say. As a result, people today don't know what
Aquinas actually said.
Barrois himself was persuaded by diligent study of the great
scholastics, especially Aquinas, that the Catholic Church was
on the wrong track, that it had perverted the basic teachings
even of the medieval fathers. Hence he plans to show, in his
thesis, how Calvin in many respects perpetuated the essential
thrusts of the scholastic theologians of the church, and how
St. Thomas and Calvin are much closer together than is commonly supposed. His study should be of great value, especially
since he is so well acquainted with the scholastics, having been
a Dominican scholar.
Other interesting personalities on the campus include Mr.
J. Graber, who has just returned from fifteen years in India
as a Mennonite missionary. His home is in Goshen, Indiana,
where we have a church. Two graduate students, Peters and
Strachan, have been missionaries in South America. Another,
Fletcher, was born in the Orient, where his parents were missionaries, and plans to serve in the foreign field himself. Mr.
John Bodo was born in Hungary and attended the University
of Geneva, the present-day descendant of Calvin's Academy.
Mr. Reeves was a practicing lawyer before he decided to take
up the ministry, and has the distinction of having attended
three seminaries for his undergraduate work: Temple University
School of Theology, Reformed Episcopal Seminary, and Princeton. He should have a well-rounded theological education before
he is through.
Needless to say, it is most stimulating to talk to people like
this. One gets new points of view, new appreciations for different backgrounds, and new gratitude for our own theological
heritage. If one takes time to cultivate acquaintances, and to
hear what others say, he can really broaden here at Princeton.
Yet such broadening will not weaken, but rather strengthen
the fundamental pivots of his faith. In fact, I have found my
religious convictions deepening through these contacts, and also
through a second source of spiritual stimulation. That is the
emphasis here on personal conviction and personal religion. To
quote a recent class lecture, "It is not enough just to teach
people intellectual doctrines; they must experience the truth
in their lives 1 It is not enough to preach; people must be made
to read the Bible for themselves. The great aim of the preacher
must be to cultivate (as far as human means can prepare the
way) in his people a real spiritual life, as good as, or better
than, his own!" I felt that that lesson was meant for me, as
a Christian Reformed person, as well as for those Presbyterians.
Religion isn't just a set of dogmas; it's life, fellowship, communion with God! What preacher can say that he has done
his· duty, be he ever so clever a teacher, who has merely given
his people knowledge? The Reformation, which we commemorate
today, means individual communion with God.
A third spiritual stimulus is the emphasis on prayer. Nearly
all of the classes are opened with prayer. Prayer occupies a
prominent place in the morning chapel services. The various
classes meet in weekly prayer-meetings. And recently a Seminary Day of Prayer was observed. There was a morning
service of worship, followed by group discussion meetings; in
the afternoon the entire student body met in a period of intercession for the church, the world, the distressed and bleeding
nations, the cause of missions, students all over the world, and
for our own institution. It was a soul-refreshing spiritual experience. How fine it would be if Christians met thus more often,
not just to listen to sermons, but really to pray! One feels
that here, at Princeton, prayer is recognized and practiced as
the Christian's vital breath, without which no one can study
theology. And we are grateful for that stress. We all need it.
With kindest regards,
ANTHONY HOEKEMA.
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Reformed_ Church
in America
November 20, 1942.
THE CALVIN FORUM,

Grand Rapids, Michigan,
Dear Dr. Bouma:
F I were asked to sum up in a single statement the current
activities in The Reformed Church in America I should be
minded to say: "Business~ But Not as Usual." The irregularities imposed upon us by the present war are seen and felt
in every department of our denominational life.
. Dr. Joseph R. Sizoo, President of our General Synod, is spending much of his valuable time journeying back and forth between
New York City and points west'to meet with sectional groups
of ministers, professors and denominational leaders. He feels
so very keenly the challenge of our times and is anxious to
impart counsel and encouragement to the Church which has
elected him to a responsible position.
I promised to write you about the new science building at
Hope College, The beautiful structure was dedicated with
impressive ceremony on the morning of September 16. The dedicatory service, by the way, was written by Dr. John E. Kuizenga,
Professor of Systematic Theology at Princeton Seminary, a
graduate of Hope College. Formal addresses were delivered
by Dr. Louis A. Hopkins of the University of Michigan, and
Dr. C. P. Dame, Vice President of General Synod.

I

The building is a Dutch 17th century .architecture with steep
roof of clay tile and stepped gables. The first floor is devoted
to the department of Physics; the second to Chemistry; the
third to Biology. A science library of ample capacity is located
on the second floor. The total cost is $240,000.00.
This new unit on the campus of Hope College bears a mem- _
orable witness. It speaks of the will and liberality of a people
who ventured by faith to underwrite a constructive program
at a time when destructive forces were rampant all over the
world. May our covenant God, whose inscl'ipturated truth is
the basis of genuine science, bless the use to which this building
is put.
On the occasion of its dedication last September Dr. S. M.
Zwemer, internationally known authority on Arabia and the
Moslem religion, was awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of
Letters. Honorary degrees in Divinity were also given to thei
Reverend Anthony Luidens and the Reverend H. William Pyle
as an expression of esteem for their ministerial services, and
more particularly for their labors as financial agents for the
new science building.
With cordial greetings to you and your staff, I remain,
Fraternally,
LEONARD GREENWAY,

Pastor, Eighth Reformed Church,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Book Reviews
Gon

GOD IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
by 'w. S. Fleming, D.D., The

IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS,

National Reform Association, Pittsburgh, Pa., 246 pages,
$1.50.
~

HE Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian Church, in session at Winona Lake, Indiana, July 29, 1942, adopted
- two recommendations relevant to the book under review:
1. Synod expresses appreciation of the work accomplished,
and 2. Synod. approves the selection of a person or of .a committee in each congregation to sell this book. This book is not
only a splendid defence of the thesis that education without God
in our public schools is a Titan to all value, decency, law, and
democracy. This book is an answer of a Calvinistic church
to the question: How do we solve our Christian Education problem. It is the Covenanters' answer.
Religious training is necessary in the public schools. Twothirds of our youth are unchurched. Crime is prevalent. Today's
public school is the barometer of tomorrow's civilization. As the
public school goes, so_ goes our nation, and because of America's
strategic role today, as America goes, so goes the world. All
other methods have failed to reach the two-thirds unchurched.
This is the failure of the parochial schools. The Released Time
Weekday School Plan has failed to give us a religious education
that permeates all of education. (The reviewer would like to ask
this question: Do we seriously think that because of the fact
that New York City has Bible reading insurance is 20% less, and
that crime is, therefore, proportionately less than in Chicago?
It may be a factor. But there are many, e.g., our heroes: Seabury and Dewey).
Has the government the right to educate the "soul" as well
as the mind?. No law of God forbids it, and its self-existence
demands it. Religious illiteracy destroys a nation. A nation
has a divine right to maintain self-existence. Therefore a nation
.must teach religion. (How would the author distinguish this
presentation from that of the Middle Ages advanced by the
Roman Catholic Church'? Is the state a "super-parent"?)
There is no discussion what the Bible1 God's Word to be introduced in the schools, has to say about the functions of the state.
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What .is the relation between the church and the state? The
author rightfully maintains that a separation of the two does
not mean a divorce between religion and the state. Ours is
historically and judicially (supreme court decisions) a Christian
nation. What about religious ljberty? -Those who object. to
Christianity taught in .our schools have th,e liberty to withdraw
their children from the classroom. This -fa the government's
policy in the army and in the navy. (But should not a genuine
Christian education make an objector demur against everything
taught?)
·
·
Regarding the relation of the church to the state, the church
may not hinder the state from exercising its religious prerogatives (p. 105), and the state may not introduce anything that
would favor any sectarian group. The state must teach commonly accepted Christian truths. The Jews are not a sect, but
a different religion. They must realize th,is is a Christian
nation. Who is to decide what these "commoniy accepted Christian truths" are? The people, the state are to decide. The final
decision, therefore, regarding our most sacred convictions rests
with the will of the two-thirds unchurched people.
The subjects to be taught are: Ten Commandments, Psalm
23, Proverbs, Lord's Prayer, Sermon on .the Mount, Golden Rule,
and the judicial oath. (How about creation?) These should
receive special emphasis (p. 235). Doctrinal teaching as the two
natures of our Lord are to be avoided. (What will happen if
the cross of Calvary is not the truth emphasized? The Sermon
on the Mount apart from Calvary, the Deity of Christ, and
regeneration is only moralism, not Christianity. The Lord's
Prayer may become, as it is too frequently.done, a stop-gap in
the offence Calvary creates when non-Christian hob-nobs with
Christian.)
The main question is: Which God shall we put in the Public
Schools? He must be non-sectarian. Which God is commonly
accepted by all who are nominally Christians? l,Jnless the
diction• is a bit unhappy, the author does not seem -to object to
a belief in evolution and in God (pp. 128, 235f.). Suppose a
teacher of religion is a graduate of some course in-<Progressive
Religioils Education which practically amounts to making gods
THE CALVIN FORUM
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as we develop? In fact the author recommends a statement of
Christianity formulated by the Unitarian W. E. Channing, and
agreeable, in his estimation, to the Unitarian Deist, Horace
Mann; as well as to the Episcopalian Unitarian, Thomas Jefferson; The phraseology may be tolerated, but the fear of interpreting explicitly the Trinitarian implications has done more
irreparable damage to contemporary Christianity than the
author seems even to call into question. He is notably silent on
the relation between public education, Unitarianism, and Modernism. Besides, our author should have considered Frederick
A. Packard's objection to Horace Mann's "natural religion."
This deism reduced Horace Mann to a Unitarian sectarian.
Any one believing in God must choose between. Unitarianism and
Trinitarianism and that would be sectarianism no matter what
one would choose.
We t1;uthfully thank the author for challenging all supporters
of Parochial Schools (and free Parental Christian Schools) in
spite of an unkind allusion (which is the only one in the entire
book) to our supposed religious superior devotion (p. 79f.)
Permit us to hold an opposing conviction without considering
ourselves religiously superior. Permit us to leave that to God
to decide. We are willing to face the question: How about the
two-thirds who never enter a Sunday School? We would like
to ask the Covenanters, our fellow ·Calvinists, to consider this
question: What God are you going to put in the public schools?
This cannot be decided by a Supreme Court. Perhaps a sectarian, unitarian, pantheistic God of today may be responsible
for. the conditions we now seek to correct. Can priest, minister,
and rabbi co-operate (cf. pp. 173f c. 229) ? As the school is
today so it must have been directed in the golden yesterday if
the logic of the book is correct.
JACOB T. HOOGSTRA.

reviewer does not know of another denomination in this country
in which organized groups of ruling elders meet regularly for
the discussion of the various articles of the official Book of
Order of their church. It is this interest in the principles as well
as the statutes of its Church Law that has no doubt made it
possible for the authors of this commentary to write a }Jook
like this for ministers and elders of the Christian Reformed
Church. In close to four hundred pages the authors, who for
years have studied Reformed Church Polity in principle and in
practice, here present a helpful exposition of the history, the
meaning, and the practical application of the 86 articles of the
American revised form of the historic Church Order of Dort.
This is an informative book for every office-bearer in the
Christian Reformed Church. It is written in simple, understandable English. There is nothing dry or abstruse ab o u t the
material. Whoever expects to find a mere set of rules of order
and to get lost in technicalities will be pleasantly surprised, He
will soon realize that Reformed Church Polity deals with principles of profound interest and value for the prosecution of
the sacred business of the Church of Christ and that there is a
close relation between many ethical issues and canonical problems. I could wish that the wife, son, or daughter of every
Christian Reformed minister and elder would present him with
a copy of this book for Christmas, even if it costs three fifty.
And, what is of even greater value and importance, every
minister and elder should read this book through, even if he
should accomplish the task on the installment plan. In the terms
.of Dr. Lingle, it would be a good investment.
C.B.

GEORGE McCREADY PRICE'S "CREDO"
IF You WERE THE CREATOR. By George Mccready Price. Pacific Press, Mountain View, California.

A GOOD INVESTMENT
' THE CHURCH ORDER COMMENTARY, being a Brief Explanation
of the Church Order of the Christian Reformed Church.
By ldzerd Van Dellen, Minister First Chr. Ref. Church,
Denver, and Martin Monsma, Minister Second Chr. Ref.
Church, Pella. Grand Rapids, Zondervan Publishing House,
1941. 362 pp. $3.50.
OME time ago Dr. Walter L. Lingle, president of Davidson
College, wrote: "It has been my happy privilege to attend
many meetings of Presbyteries, Synods, and of the General Assembly. In a great many instances when the moderator
of one of these courts is elected, the first thing he does is to
apologize for the fact that he does not know anything about
Church law or parliamentary order, and ask the forbearance of
the brethren if he should make mistakes. One might suppose
that he was making these apologies out of sheer modesty if he
did not at once proceed to give evidence of his ignorance. The
upshot is that the Church court gets tangled up in its business
and much time is wasted in getting out of those tangles. That
happens over and over again.
"A minister who was noted for his piety and ability was
elected moderator of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church, U.S.A., a number of years ago. Notwithstanding his
pi,ety and his ability he got into a· number of hopeless parliamentary tangles. When he would get into one of these tangles he
had a way of calling the Assembly to prayer. Whereupon a newspaper correspondent, who used a rather sharp pen, wrote that
it was not so much a prayer book that the moderator needed
as a Book of Order. Neither is a substitute for the other."
(Christian Observer, Feb. 2, 1938, p. 3).
Whatever may be true of the churches to which Dr. Lingle
refers, it cannot be said of the Christian Reformed Church that
it does not know or appreciate its Book of Order. Its Church
Order (as its Constitution is usually called) is the historic
one adopted by the great Reformed Synod of Dort in 1618-'19
and revised by its own Synod of Chicago in 1914. Christian
Reformed ruling eiders are in earnest about knowing not only
their creed, but also their Church Order.'In fact, the present
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pp. 170.

S the subtitle, A Reasonable Credo fo1· Modern Man,
indicates, this book is intended to show that the author's religious beliefs are reasonable and in harmony
with his interpretation of nature. This handy volume is carefully written and reads easily and smoothly. On the whole
its argument is fresh and vivid and its appeal is persuasive.
However, just at those points where the author's Seven:thDay-Adventist beliefs differ from Christian Reformed tenets,
his arguments seem to lack force. For examples, it is not at all
likely that discriminating FORUM readers will be converted to
premHlenarian views by means of this book, nor will they be
persuaded by its denial of the existence of the human soul.
But if any reader is inclined to repudiate the existence of his
soul, he should be warned by Luke 12:4-5 that the possible
harm which may come to his soul is much greater than any
that can happen to his body.

cA

When Professor Price argues against the eternal punishment of the wicked, he undermines one of his own advocated
criteria for truth, for this argument leads him to deny the
very parallel conditions of the righteous and the wicked
which he previously maintained. The eternal woe of the
wicked is plainly the counterpart of the everlasting bliss of
the righteous. Nevertheless, this book denies the former while
it accepts the latter. In the reviewer's opinion this emotional
inconsistency is a defective link in the author's chain of
thought.
Apart from its peculiar Adventist views, however, this 16th
book of Professor Price has many commendable qualities. If
You Were the Creator presents many important elements of
Christi.an beliefs in a harmoniously unifying perspective. It
will tend to confirm the reader's faith in the fundamentals of
Christianity and, as one might expect from its author, a
veteran anti-evolutionist, If You Were the Creator loyally upholds the Christian world-view over against that of a ma.terial-,.
istic evolution. Apart from, a few heterodox detours of
thought, therefore, this book presents a reasonable credo for
discriminating readers.
J. P. VAN HAITSMA.
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